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The task of answering questions about images has garnered attention as a practical service for assisting

populations with visual impairments as well as a visual Turing test for the artiicial intelligence community.

Our irst aim is to identify the common vision skills needed for both scenarios. To do so, we analyze the need

for four vision skillsÐobject recognition, text recognition, color recognition, and countingÐon over 27,000

visual questions from two datasets representing both scenarios. We next quantify the diiculty of these skills

for both humans and computers on both datasets. Finally, we propose a novel task of predicting what vision

skills are needed to answer a question about an image. Our results reveal (mis)matches between aims of

real users of such services and the focus of the AI community. We conclude with a discussion about future

directions for addressing the visual question answering task.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In visual question answering (VQA), the task is to answer a question about an image. Technologies
that perform this task emerged around 2010, when people with visual impairments were irst
empowered to rely on personal mobile devices to solicit information about their visual surroundings
from remote crowds [11]. A number of new VQA services have emerged since [1, 2, 21]. Such VQA
technologies serve as game changers for this community. Rather than having to expend social
capital to request information from friends or family, users can rapidly make decisions about what
to eat, wear, purchase, and more. Users’ access to such visual assistants empower them to meet
their information seeking goals more independently.
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Fig. 1. Examples of visual questions used for algorithm development in the AI community (top row;

VQA2.0 [24]) and visual questions asked by real users of VQA services (botom row; VizWiz [31]). Shown are

examples for each of the four vision skills analyzed in this paper.

Drawing inspiration from human-based VQA services, the artiicial intelligence (AI) community
took on the challenge of developing algorithms that can automatically answer visual questions.
This trend took of in 2015, with the release of a community-wide challenge around a large-scale
VQA dataset paired with an annual workshop since 2016 to chart and celebrate the community’s
progress [6].

Despite the widespread goal to assist people with visual impairments, few publications reveal how
this population uses such technologies and the relevance of AI community’s eforts in addressing
real users’ interests. We aim to gain a more nuanced understanding by examining this through
the lens of the visual skills needed to solve the visual question answering task. Skills reveal the
(un)common uses and expected (in)abilities of VQA services.

Our irst contribution is to analyze and compare the vision skills needed for two VQA datasets that
relect two mainstream use cases of VQA: assisting real users and facilitating the AI community’s
research. To do so, we employed crowdsourcing to label which skills are needed to answer a visual
question for over 27,000 visual questions from two datasets. We focused on the following four
vision-based skills that are inspired by prior work [6, 14] and pilot studies: object recognition, text
recognition, color recognition, and counting (exempliied in Figure 1). We examined the following
questions: (1) What are the skills that real users of VQA services most commonly need assistance
with?, (2) What are the skills that are most prominent in AI datasets for training and evaluating
VQA algorithms?, and (3) To what extent do the skills in each scenario overlap?

Our next contribution is to gauge what makes it easy versus diicult to answer visual questions.
We benchmarked the performance of humans and algorithms in providing answers for visual
questions that involve each skill as an indicator of each skill’s diiculty. Our analysis has immediate
implications for what to improve in VQA services. For human-powered answering services, it
reveals relevant skill training that is needed. For algorithm development, our indings highlight to
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what extent algorithms need to be improved to tackle each skill. Our indings can also be valuable
in setting users’ expectations regarding the limits of publicly-available automated visual assistance
technology today.

Finally, our work is inspired by the longer-term goal of improving the design of VQA frameworks.
We propose a novel task of predicting what skills are needed to answer a visual question, and an
algorithm for this purpose. We envision this task can serve as a valuable foundation for a variety of
improved VQA services. One approach is to assign visual questions to human workers based on
their preferences and expertise for each skill. Another approach is to assign visual questions to
various applications and vision APIs that are optimized for each speciic skill. A third approach
is to combine the previous two approaches and dynamically connect each visual question with
the appropriate algorithm if one is suitable or appropriate human otherwise. We will publicly
share our new VQA-Skills dataset and code to encourage these and other future directions of work
(https://vizwiz.org).1

Altogether, our work ofers valuable insights to multiple stakeholders Ð creators of computer
vision datasets, designers of VQA systems, and users of VQA systems. It is broadly-known that
computer vision datasets can embed lawed assumptions that lead to perpetuating and amplifying
biases in technology, including for VQA [16, 19]. Yet, the types of biases can be unknown to those
developing the AI. That is because recognizing these biases can require understanding real users’
interests to assess which interests are not relected in datasets used by the AI community. Our
work raises awareness about a practically important challenge of narrowing the divide between
what we should support socially and what we can expect from technology today.

2 RELATED WORK

Visual Question Answering. Visual question answering has been examined both as a practical
service to assist populations with visual impairments [11] as well as a Visual Turing Test [23, 43]
to measure progress in the AI community in learning how to emulate people’s vision and language
perception capabilities [43]. The interest in both of these purposes has been growing, as exempliied
by the increasing number of visual assistance applications [1, 2, 21] alongside the AI community’s
growing number of public VQA benchmark datasets [40, 57], and VQA algorithms [40, 57]. Yet,
the open-ended nature of the VQA task has led some researchers to try to demystify what this
task entails. For example, Brady et al. [14] analyzed 1,000 visual questions from real users of VQA
services and classiied them as primarily spanning requests to identify objects, describe objects,
and read text. The AI community have embraced the division of such visual questions based on
the types of answers they elicit: łyes/nož, łnumberž or łotherž [6]. Complementing prior work,
we contribute knowledge about the vision-based skills that are needed to answer visual questions
asked by real users of VQA services and in the most popular VQA dataset. In doing so, our indings
ofer a more nuanced understanding of the real needs of VQA users, the focus of the AI community,
and how well the two align.

Understanding Dataset Bias. More generally, our work relates to the plethora of prior work that
exposes biased datasets that lead to biased algorithms. For example, bias has been analyzed for
commercial video clips [36], automated facial analysis technologies [48], algorithms that predict
whether a convicted criminal will re-ofend [54], loan lending algorithms [45], and LabInTheWild
studies [8]. More similar to our work, it has been shown that it is possible, for a given visual
question, to identify which dataset it belongs to from a known collection of VQA datasets [16, 19].
Similar to prior work, our indings expose biases in datasets, and so underscore important next

1The shared content consists of the labels indicating which skills are needed to answer each visual question (i.e., dataset)

and the machine learning algorithm that predicts what vision-based skills are needed to answer a visual question (i.e., code).
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steps to take towards mitigating them. Unlike prior work, we identify the skills real users seek that
are nevertheless ill-represented in the mainstream VQA dataset used to train machine learning
algorithms.

Analyzing Diiculty in Answering Visual Questions. Several research groups have discussed ideas
related to establishing what are easier versus more diicult visual questions. Some researchers
discuss this from the lens of the challenges faced by humans in answering visual questions. For
example, Antol et al. [6] asked crowds to identify what age (and so level of visual training) is
required in order to answer visual questions, and reported that the levels for 10,000 visual questions
were as follows: 15.3% for toddler, 39.7% for younger child, 28.4% for older child, 11.2% for teenager,
5.5% for adult. Another group quantiied how often diferent humans return the same answer to a
visual question [28], and reported that this arises for roughly half of the ∼450,000 visual questions
analyzed. And another group examined why diferent answers to a visual question arise [10]. Other
researchers discuss visual question diiculty from the lens of the challenges faced by computers in
answering visual questions. For example, Yeh et al. [61] measured the diiculty to ind a similar
matching visual question as a guide to provide a suitable answer. Goyal et al. reported upon an
algorithm’s ability to consistently return the same answer when slightly altering the question [25].
Our work complements prior work in that we ofer analysis that highlights the diiculty of diferent
vision-based skills for humans and computers. More generally, our work contributes to the literature
that seeks to characterize the diiculty of various tasks for computers and humans [62].

Accessibility. Many applications assist people with visual impairments to more independently
learn about the visual world around them. Often such solutions rely on having humans-in-the-loop
(i.e., partially or fully rely on human intelligence to describe visual information) [11, 12, 21, 26,
27, 52, 53, 63] in order to consistently ofer accurate results. However, the potential high cost,
high latency, and privacy concerns can be signiicant drawbacks. Accordingly, many computer
vision researchers are developing machines to replicate the skills of the human vision system in
order to assist people who are blind [38, 47]. Current automated solutions that are used in practice
(e.g., BlindSight [13], Seeing AI [44], Envision [15], Orcam [3]) ofer algorithms that are targeted
towards speciic skills; for instance, to recognize an object category, read text, etc. That is because
existing VQA algorithms are too inaccurate to be useful in practice at present. Towards bridging the
gap between VQA and existing assistive tools used in practice, we uncover current limitations of
mainstream VQA datasets and methods. We also introduce a novel problem and implementation of
a skill prediction system as a valuable intermediary step towards enabling users to ask open-ended
questions in order to decide which of the set of predetermined computer vision tools to deploy.
Our experiments demonstrate the feasibility of this prediction task (i.e., by showing that trained
models can considerably outperform random guessing). More generally, our work its into the
broad collection of work that seeks to better understand and meet the needs of people with visual
impairments [9, 18, 20, 29, 30, 32, 49ś51].

3 VQA DATASETS: NEEDED VISION SKILLS

Our irst aim is to better understand what vision-based skills are needed to answer visual questions
asked by real users as well as those commonly used to develop VQA algorithms. For both settings,
we investigate (1) how often is each skill needed?, (2) how common skills are standalone versus
occurring with other skills?, and (3) what types of questions are commonly asked for each skill
type? Our indings ofer new insights about real users’ information wants, skills the AI community
is teaching VQA algorithms, and how well the two interests align.
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3.1 Labeling VQA Datasets

We now describe our process for assigning skills to visual questions as the foundation for our
analysis.

Source of VQAs. We chose to analyze 27,263 visual questions from twomodern datasets: VizWiz [31]
and VQA2.0 [24]. While these datasets are similar in that each visual question consists of an image,
a question about the image, and 10 crowdsourced answers, they are diferent in how the VQAs
were generated. Speciically, the datasets were generated as follows:

• VizWiz [31]: This dataset is built upon a collection of visual questions asked by real users
of a mobile phone application called VizWiz [11]. With this application, a user takes a
picture, records a spoken question, and then submits them to receive answers from remote
human respondents. This application was designed to empower people who are blind to
quickly learn about their physical surroundings, and the prevailing assumption is that all
the visual questions come from that population. Of note, we excluded visual questions that
are unanswerable since we cannot know what skills are needed for these. We identiied
unanswerable questions as those visual questions which the crowd workers supplying the
answers lagged as having images that are łtoo poor in quality to answer the question (i.e.,
all white, all black, or too blurry)ž or for which łthe question cannot be answered from the
image.ž In total, we used the 22,204 visual questions that are answerable.

• VQA2.0 [24]: This dataset was inspired in part to support the interests of people who are
blind, but was more generally designed to serve as a large-scale dataset for the AI community.
It is the most widely used dataset for AI visual question answering research, having attracted
over 120 teams since 2016 who have competed on this dataset challenge. It was built upon a
curated collection of images in the MS COCO [41] dataset which were originally collected to
support the object recognition task. MS COCO was developed by scraping Google, Bing, and
Flickr for images that show complex scenes that contain at least one of 80 common object
categories that would be easily recognizable by a four-year-old. Subsequently, crowd workers
were recruited to generate questions about the images that would łstump [a] smart robotž
[6]. We sampled a total of 5,034 visual questions for our analysis. To capture the diversity in
this dataset, we performed stratiied sampling with respect to diferent types of answers and
types of questions.2

In summary, these datasets relect very diferent circumstances. While VizWiz represents the
interests of real users of VQA services, VQA2.0 represents the focus of the AI community. Addition-
ally, VizWiz represents humans sharing their own interests with remote humans voluntarily, while
VQA2.0 represents paid humans testing a computer’s intelligence. Yet an important motivation
for the VQA2.0 dataset is to empower the AI community to focus on technical challenges that
are ł... applicable to scenarios encountered when visually-impaired users... actively elicit visual
information.ž Our comparison of these two datasets simultaneously can ofer a reality check about
the extent to which today’s mainstream dataset for the AI community can meet this aim and reveal
opportunities to design future large-scale VQA datasets to meet this aim.

Skill Categories. To our knowledge, no prior work has analyzed what vision skills are needed
to answer visual questions. Consequently, we developed a taxonomy for this purpose. We chose

2Answer types were included with the dataset, with each visual question assigned to one of the following answer types:

łyes/no,ž łnumber,ž or łother.ž The type assigned to each visual question is the most popular from 10 labels that are assigned

to each of its 10 answers. 834 visual questions were randomly sampled for each answer type. Question type refers to what

kind of question is asked (łhow many...ž, łwhat is...ž, etc.) based on up to the irst six words of the question.
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to focus on high-level, human-interpretable vision skills (as opposed to low-level skills such as
inding edges or shapes).

Our taxonomy took inspiration from prior work and was iteratively reined based on pilot studies.
We initially chose three categories based on a classiication posed by Brady et al. [14] regarding the
types of questions people who are blind asked about 1,000 images: to identify objects, get object
descriptions (majority of which were for the color), and read text. We ran a pilot study with 1,000
VQAs randomly sampled from both datasets using a preliminary version of the crowdsourcing
system (discussed in the next paragraph) to assign the categories of łobject recognition,ž łtext
recognition,ž łcolor recognitionž or łotherž paired with a free-text entry box. Based on crowd
workers’ feedback, we introduced a fourth category that was commonly observed for the łotherž
category: counting. We then conducted a second pilot study with 400 randomly sampled VQAs
from both datasets to verify the robustness of this taxonomy. This process culminated in our inal
taxonomy, which includes the following four skills: object recognition, text recognition, color
recognition, and counting.

Assigning Skills to Visual Questions. We recruited crowd workers to identify what skills are
needed to answer each visual question. An example of the labeling task we asked them to complete
is in Figure 2. The user was shown a VQA (image, question, and ten answers) and asked to select all
skills that are needed to provide the answers. To help users understand how to complete the task,
we included step-by-step instructions and four labeled examples. To explicitly convey that multiple
reasons could be selected when more than one reason was applicable, we included both an example
that illustrates this scenario and wrote łYou may select more than one skill.ž We also provided a
comments box, as a free-entry text-box, so that users could leave feedback if they wanted.
We employed crowd workers from Amazon Mechanical Turk to perform our task. For quality

control, we only accepted workers who previously completed more than 500 jobs, had at least a
95% approval rating, and were from the US (to try to ensure English proiciency). We also collected
redundant labels, asking ive independent crowd workers to label each visual question, and then
used the majority vote decision per skill to decide which skills are relevant. In total, 475 workers
contributed 718.67 person-hours to complete all the 136,315 crowdsourced tasks (i.e., 5 people ×
27, 263 VQAs). Average pay was $7.53 per hour.

3.2 Skill Prevalence

We irst tallied how often each skill is needed to answer visual questions asked by real users and
visual questions used for training VQA algorithms.

Nearly all visual questions from our datasets require at least one of the four skills; i.e., 99.13%
of visual questions in VizWiz and 99.17% of visual questions in VQA2.0 have at least one skill
label chosen by crowd workers. The łotherž category accounts for a negligible amount of visual
questions (2 questions in VizWiz and 5 questions in VQA2.0). These indings suggest that our skill
taxonomy provides suicient coverage for the visual questions.
For visual questions from real users (i.e., VizWiz dataset), the most common skill is object

recognition (93.25%), followed by text recognition (45.33%), color recognition (22.06%), and counting
(1.49%). Our indings difer considerably from those reported by the related work of Brady et
al. [14], which discussed the prevalence of diferent types of questions asked: 41% sought object
recognition (łIdentiicationž), 17% text recognition (łReadingž), and 11.5% color recognition (subset
of łdescription" questions about clothing and object color). Our percentages are roughly double
that reported in prior work. We attribute our diferent indings largely to the fact that our work
examines a somewhat distinct task from that examined by Brady et al. [14]. While prior work
focused on the inal task alone, we instead considered all skills needed throughout the process
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Fig. 2. Screen shot showing the user interface for our crowdsourcing task.
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which includes the intermediary steps needed to perform the inal task. Moreover, while prior work
permitted only one category per visual question, our work permitted multiple categories per visual
question. A further distinction is that our analysis is based on a considerably larger amount of data;
that is, a 22-fold increase in the number of visual questions.
For visual questions commonly employed to train VQA algorithms (i.e., VQA2.0 dataset), the

most common skill is object recognition (97.91%), followed by color recognition (16.7%), counting
(16.56%), and text recognition (5.72%). The most similar analysis to ours is by Antol et al. [6], which
reported the percentage of visual questions that involve counting. Our indings complement this
work in that we found a similar percentage to what they report (i.e., 12.31% [6]). Our work also
goes further by ofering greater insight about the dataset for more factors than what have been
previously analyzed.

We next compare our indings across both settings (i.e., VizWiz and VQA2.0). We observe similar
trends for two of the skills. Object recognition is consistently the most popular skill, with over
93% of visual questions in both datasets requiring it. This suggests that having the ability to
recognize objects is typically a prerequisite skill. Color recognition also is a popular skill with
similar frequencies in both datasets (16.7% in VQA2.0 and 22.06% in VizWiz), In contrast, we observe
diferent trends for the two other skills. We noticed that text recognition skill is 7.9 timesmore likely

in VizWiz than in VQA2.0. The result of our Kruskal-Wallis H-test conirms that the diference
between text recognition’s prevalence in the two datasets is statistically signiicant (F (1, 27, 258) =
2735.41,p < .001 and Welch’s t = 84.81,p < .001,NVizWiz = 22, 226,NVQA2.0 = 5, 034). Likewise,
counting is 11.1 times less likely in VizWiz than in VQA2.0, with statistically signiicant Kruskal-
Wallis H-test results (F (1, 27, 258) = 2280.84,p < .001 and Welch’s t = −28.43,p < .001,NVizWiz =

22, 226,NVQA2.0 = 5, 034). These diferences highlight a considerable mismatch in the skills that
the AI community is focusing on teaching their algorithms and the skills that real users of VQA
services would want from AI algorithms.

3.3 Skill Co-occurrence

We next quantiied the extent to which the skills co-occur versus arise alone. To do so, we calculated
frequencies of all possible skill combinations for both datasets. Results are shown in Figure 3.
For visual questions from real users (i.e., VizWiz dataset), we observe that most commonly

object recognition and text recognition are needed jointly (40.53%), followed by object recognition
alone (32.25%), and object recognition with color recognition (18.06%). All other possible skill
combinations arise for less than 3% of visual questions each. This indicates that object recognition
algorithms are necessary but often insuicient alone to answer most real-world visual questions.
The percentage of questions that require object recognition with just one other skill is approximately
59% in VizWiz.3 This inding is exciting because it suggests that, even though object recognition
alone is not enough to solve most real visual questions, over half of those questions can be solved
with algorithms speciically designed for just one additional skill. Questions that require three
skills (2%) and all four skills (less than 0.01%) are very rare.
For visual questions used to train VQA algorithms (i.e., VQA2.0 dataset), we observe that most

commonly object recognition alone is needed (61.94%), followed by object recognition with color
recognition (15.2%), and object recognition with counting (14.38%). All other possible skill combina-
tions arise for less than 5% of visual questions each. This reveals that object recognition algorithms

3Calculated from Figure 3 as the sum of 18.06% for object and color recognition, 40.53% for object and text recognition, and

0.57% for object and counting.
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Fig. 3. Shown is the frequency of all skill combinations, excluding those that account for less than 1% of

visual questions in both datasets. Combinations not shown in the figure are as follows: TXT & COL (0.91% of

VizWiz; 0.14% of VQA), TXT & CNT (0.84%; 0.77%), TXT & COL (0.94%; 0.14%), COL & CNT (0.21%; 0.91%), OBJ

& TXT & COL (0.91%; 0.14%), OBJ & COL & CNT (0.20%; 0.89%), TXT & COL & CNT (0% in both datasets),

and OBJ & TXT & COL & CNT (less than 0.01% in both datasets).

are often suicient to answer most visual questions used to develop VQA algorithms. The percent-
age of questions that require more than one skill is approximately 34% for two skills, 1.83% for
three skills, and less than 0.01% for all four skills.

Our key observation when comparing our indings across both settings (i.e., VizWiz and VQA2.0)
is that real users’ visual questions tend to be more complex than those in the mainstream VQA
dataset for the AI community. Speciically, they require more than one skill almost twice as often
(i.e., 62% for VizWiz versus 37% for VQA2.0). Skill complexity appears to be comparable across
both datasets only for color recognition, as evidenced by its similar frequency when alone and
paired with object recognition. In other words, the mainstream VQA dataset in the AI community
may be a good data source for representing some of real users’ interests, centering around color
recognition.
Another interesting observation is that most of the skills tend to co-occur with the other skills.

This is especially interesting counting, because algorithm developers often report VQA algorithm
performance based on whether the answer type is a number and so deemed to be a łcountingž ques-
tion (e.g., [6, 24, 31]). Our indings underscore that such evaluations actually measure algorithms’
abilities to perform a combination of skills. In particular, counting often involves irst identifying
the object and possibly its attributes. For example, questions such as łHow many pink lines are
on this test strip?ž (VizWiz) and łHow many propellers are there?ž (VQA2.0), assume that the
object has already been identiied; łHow much money is it?ž (VizWiz) and łHow many colors can
be seen in this picture?ž (VQA2.0) require the answerer to tally numerous banknotes and colors.
Without color, text, or object recognition skills, less than 0.03% of VizWiz and 0.5% of VQA2.0 need
counting.

3.4 uestions Asked for Each Skill

We next examined the types of questions that are asked for each skill. To do so, we analyzed the
frequency that questions begin with diferent phrases. Results are shown in Figure 4 as a sunburst
plot for each of the eight skill-dataset combinations for the irst four words of each question. We
also quantiied the most frequent words in the questions for each skill category. Table 1 shows the
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VQA 2.0

OBJECT COLOR TEXT COUNTING

VizWiz

22.06% 45.33% 1.49%

97.91% 16.7% 16.56%5.72%

93.25%

Fig. 4. Shown is the percentage of visual questions needing each skill to answer the questions in VizWiz and

VQA2.0, paired with a sunburst diagram showing the first four words of all questions for each skill-dataset

combination. For the sunburst diagrams, the order of rings represents the order of words in the question, with

the innermost ring representing the first word, and the arc size proportional to the percentage of questions

with that wording. The level of color saturation for a word is relative to the frequency of the word, with

greater saturation indicating the word is more common.

Skill Dataset Most frequent words

Object
recognition

VizWiz color(s) (12%), tell (7%), kind (7%), picture (4%), shirt (4%)
VQA2.0 man (23%), many/much (15%), color(s) (7%), people (6%), picture (5%)

Color
recognition

VizWiz color(s) (39%), shirt (15%), kind (3%), box (1%), bottle (1%)
VQA2.0 color(s) (43%), man (12%), wearing (5%), red (5%), person (3%), white (3%)

Text
recognition

VizWiz box (5%), lavor (4%), bottle (4%), product (4%), item (3%)
VQA2.0 time (21%), clock (13%), number (16%), sign (11%), brand (8%)

Counting
VizWiz many/much (32%), number (15%), temperature (10%), time (8%), money (5%)
VQA2.0 people (19%), many/much (18%), picture (12%), number (5%), visible (4%)

Table 1. The top 5 most frequent words in visual questions that belong to each of the four vision skills.

Numbers in parentheses indicate the percentage of questions within each category that contain the word.

results in descending order of frequency, excluding pronouns and expressions such as łpleasež and
łthank you.ž

We observe a considerable diference in the type of questions asked across the two datasets
for object recognition. Many VizWiz questions are open-ended and vague, while many VQA2.0
questions identify the object of interest in the image as part of the question (irst column in Figure 4).
For example, approximately 26% of all VizWiz’s visual questions are variants of the question łWhat
is this?ž, including the questions łWhat is it?ž, łWhat is that?ž, or łCan you tell me what this
is, please?ž In contrast, the questions in VQA2.0 often contain extra language-based guidance
describing the content of interest in the image, such as łAre these trains moving?ž, łIs there celery?ž,
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and łA person with what kind of job would ride in this vehicle?ž. We attribute this diference
partially to the diferent origins of the two datasets: VizWiz questions originate from people who
could not see the images, while VQA2.0 questions come from sighted crowd workers who were
shown the images as a prompt to help them contrive questions that might stump a smart robot.
For text recognition and counting, we also observe diferent trends in the types of questions

asked. For text recognition, we again found that VizWiz questions seem to be more broad and
ambiguous than those from VQA2.0. Many VizWiz questions are variants of łWhat is this?ž, while
many VQA2.0 questions start with phrases such as łwhat is the name...?ž, łwhat number...?ž, and
łwhat time...?ž4 (third column in Figure 4). We again attribute this diference to the way the questions
were generatedÐVQA2.0 questions come from people who irst observed the images, while people
who are blind could not know what content was in the images that they asked questions about.
For counting, about 85% of these questions in VQA2.0 start with łhow many...?ž (fourth column
in Figure 4). Unsurprisingly, the keywords łmanyž and łmuchž are highly correlated with the
counting skill (Pearson’s r (5, 034) = 0.85, p < .001). In contrast, the phrases łhow many...?ž and
łhow much...?ž constitute only about one quarter of the counting questions in VizWiz (fourth
column in Figure 4). Moreover, we observe for counting questions that real users of VQA services
(i.e., VizWiz users) commonly try to read about daily łitems/productsž contained in łboxesž and
łbottlesž while the AI community seems to be focusing on a narrower, less practical problem of
reading łnumbersž on łclocksž to learn the łtimež or reading łsignsž and łbrandž names (Table 1).
These indings further highlight a mismatch between the interests of real users of VQA services
and the AI community’s focus in developing VQA algorithms.
In contrast, we observe similar trends across both datasets for the color recognition questions.

Often łcolorž is explicitly mentioned in the irst four words of the question (second column in
Figure 4). Moreover, it is the most common word in color recognition questions, present in 39% of
VizWiz and 43% of VQA2.0 (Table 1) and highly correlated with visual questions requiring color
recognition (i.e., Pearson’s r (22, 226) = .75, p < .001 for VizWiz; Pearson’s r (5, 034) = .60, p < .001
for VQA2.0). Many questions also implicitly request color information. For example, in Figure 1,
it takes common sense about expected colors to answer questions such as łIs it okay to cross
the street?ž (VQA2.0) and łDoes that [surface] look clean?ž (VizWiz). Across both datasets, many
questions are also concerned with clothing. For example, roughly 15% of VizWiz color recognition
questions ask about a łshirt,ž and 5% of VQA2.0 color recognition questions ask about łwearingž
something (Table 1). In addition, roughly 6% of VizWiz’s color recognition questions are one of the
following: łWhat color are these shirts/pants/shoes?ž. The diference between the datasets appears
to lie in that VQA2.0 manifests more descriptive color recognition questions compared to VizWiz.
Speciically, two of the most frequent words in VQA2.0, łredž and łwhite,ž are colors, whereas
the top words from VizWiz questions demonstrate an interest in learning about such attributes,
including for a łshirt,ž łbox,ž and łbottlež (Table 1).

3.5 Discussion

Our analysis of the skills needed to answer visual questions reveals similarities and diferences for
the two studied use cases. In summary, while real VQA service users are mostly concerned with
learning about the text and color of common objects, the AI community more strongly emphasizes
learning about the type, count, and color of objects in images showing 80 object categories. We

4A similarity of both datasets is that a few questions appear to be mistakenly tagged as counting when they involve numbers

in some way; e.g., łWhat time is it?ž. This suggests that there is some noise in the skills labeling process. These questions

account for less than 1% of the questions in both datasets.
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provide additional iner-grained analysis about the types of questions solicited for each skill type
as well as other needed skill types in the Appendix.

Our indings serve as a valuable foundation for creating future large-scale datasets for machine
learning that are more inclusive (i.e., addressing blind people’s interests) and general-purpose
(i.e., work well for a greater diversity of scenarios). It reveals the AI community’s łblind spotsž
that resulted from excluding consideration of real users of VQA services when building today’s
mainstream dataset. At present, we can expect automated VQA services will consistently fail for
real users, especially for any text recognition tasks (which is nearly half of their requests!). We ofer
our indings as a valuable foundation for demonstrating what types of visual questions need to be
included/added in future datasets for the machine learning community. Our work also reinforces
the importance of participatory design [33] in creating such crowdsourcing tasks and motivates
the importance of changing the status quo, such as by engaging real users with crowd workers to
guide them to generate practically relevant data (e.g., extending the work of Venkatagiri et al. [55]).

Our indings are also valuable in guiding the design of future VQA algorithms. Our skills labels
reveal the internal reasoning that is vital for building successful algorithms. It is important for them
to include multiple stages, such as recognizing color and text towards solving counting. The AI
community’s eforts to develop attention-based VQA algorithms [22, 42, 60]Ðinding the object(s)
of interest in an image as an intermediate step towards answering a visual questionÐis a promising
step in this direction, since object recognition is nearly always necessary for answering visual
questions. Going forward, algorithms could be trained to exploit the other skill correlations in
order to decide which skills are needed when in a multi-stage process.

4 DIFFICULTY OF SKILLS FOR HUMANS AND COMPUTERS

We next examine what makes it diicult to answer visual questions. To do so, we analyze the ability
of crowd workers and readily available, of-the-shelf algorithms (aka - computers) to address each
skill. This ofers valuable insights regarding what skills humans need better training for and which
algorithmic reasoning skills most need improvement.

4.1 Dificulty for Humans

Although there is a limited precedence for how to measure the diiculty of a visual question, we
employ two recently posed measures [10, 59] for this purpose. They are computed with respect to
each skill for both datasets.

Diiculty Measures. We characterized diiculty with two measures based on analyzing answers
provided by independent human respondents: the heterogeneity of the answers as well as the
reasons why they are heterogeneous. We describe both measures below.

• Answer Entropy: Inspired by prior work [59], we computed the entropy of the 10 crowd-
sourced answers for each visual question as follows:

E =

N∑

i=1

−pi logpi (1)

where N represents the number of unique answers and pi represents the proportion the i-th
answer occupies in the 10 answers. When the 10 people independently ofer the same answer,
the score is 0. This scenario relects when the question asks for common sense information,
and so we assume is easier to answer. At the other extreme is when the 10 people each ofer a
diferent answer and so the score is 3.32. In this case, the correct answer is likely not common
sense since a large diversity of answers arise. To avoid measuring trivial syntactic diferences,
we followed the pre-processing steps proposed by prior work [4] to make all letters lowercase,
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remove periods except those in decimals, remove articles (łaž, łanž, łthež), add apostrophes
to contractions that lack them (e.g., łcantž - łcan’tž), convert numbers that are spelled out
to digits, and then use a space character to replace all punctuation except apostrophes and
colons.

• Reasons for Answer Diferences: We employed the Answer-Diference dataset [10], which
indicates which among 10 reasons explain why answers are diferent for each visual question
in both VizWiz and VQA2.0. Six of the reasons stem from the nature of the visual question:
low quality image (LQI), answer not present in the image (IVE), invalid question (INV),
question needing special expertise (EXP), ambiguous question (AMB), and subjective question
(SBJ). The remaining three reasons arise because of the answers, including that they can be
synonyms (SYN), describing the same things with diferent levels of granularity (GRN), or
spam (SPM). There is also an łotherž (OTH) category to catch any fall-through. The Answer-
Diference dataset [10] was created by showing crowd workers each visual question with
10 previously crowdsourced answers and asking them to identify all the reasons among the
aforementioned 10 reasons for why there are observed answer diferences. We employ the
resulting metadata, which includes 10 labels per visual question indicating which reasons for
answer-diference are relevant, to support our analysis. We focus on examining the extent
that these reasons for answer diferences correlate with each skill.

Results. Results for the entropy scores and corresponding reasons for observed answer diferences
are shown for each skill-dataset pair in Figures 5 and 6 respectively.
For text recognition, we observe that the diiculty trend is similar across both datasets, with

it typically being a more diicult skill than the other skills.5 For example, mean entropy score

5Statistical testing analysis that reveals the signiicance of diferences are shown in the appendix.

(a) VizWiz (b) VQA2.0

Fig. 5. The dificulty of diferent skills for humans, computed using the answer entropy measure for two

datasets. For each box, the horizontal line denotes the median and the cross mark denotes the mean. The

edges denote the 25th and 75th percentiles scores, and the whiskers extend to the most extreme data points

that are not considered outliers.
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(a) VizWiz (b) VQA2.0

Fig. 6. Percentage of visual questions that led to answer diference that are due to various reasons for each

skill-dataset pair. A red cell indicates that more than 60% of the questions needing the skill are correlated

with the corresponding reason. A grey cell indicates that less than 1% of the questions needing the skill are

correlated with the corresponding reason (best viewed in color).

for this skill in VQA2.0 is 1.98, which is 0.18 greater than the next highest score of 1.80 for the
counting skill (Figure 5). The most common reason for this diiculty is that the visual questions
are ambiguous (i.e., AMB for 71% in VizWiz and 56% in VQA2.0). This ambiguity in turn leads to
diferent interpretations about how to answer questions, including what level of detail to provide
(i.e., GRN for 81% in VizWiz and 44% in VQA2.0) and which words/phrases to use (i.e., SYN for 66%
in VizWiz and 30% in VQA2.0). We hypothesize that the diiculty stems from text in the images
often being long and descriptive. We suspect that people struggled with ambiguity (AMB) in how
to extract or summarize information in the text and so varied in the amount of detail they provide
(GRN) and how they summarize their indings (SYN).

There is considerable disparity in the diiculty of visual questions that require object recognition
and color recognition skills across the two datasets: the diference in the mean entropy scores is
0.29 for object recognition and 0.12 for color recognition.6 For both skills, questions from VizWiz
tend to be more diicult for humans. Compared to VQA2.0, VizWiz’s answer diferences more often
occur because answers have varying levels of detail (GRN) or synonyms (SYN). These indings
highlight that the diiculty lies partly in knowing how to identify the most suitable answer when
many options are possible. Other possible reasons for this increased diiculty are that (1) VizWiz’s
object recognition and color recognition questions more often require other skills to answer them
(as shown in Figure 3), and (2) VizWiz questions are less precise than those from VQA2.0, where
people asking questions saw the image as a priori.

Altogether, these indings ofer valuable insights into what skills training may be most impactful
to achieve crowd consensus when collecting answers from remote, crowdsourced humans. We
anticipate that focusing on training for skills that are consistently more challenging (i.e., text
recognition) would be most beneicial. For text recognition, we believe that greater guidance in how
to summarize text when answering questions would make this skill type less diicult for humans.
In contrast, for skills that span a large range of diiculty levels for humans (i.e., object recognition
and color recognition), we believe extra work is desirable to detangle what conditions makes each
skill easy versus diicult. Such knowledge, in turn, would serve as a valuable foundation to reveal
what training for subsets of these skills may be most efective to achieve crowd consensus.

4.2 Dificulty for Computers

We also evaluated the diiculty for computers to predict an answer correctly with respect to the
diferent skills.

6Statistical testing analysis that reveals the signiicance of diferences are shown in the appendix.
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Methods. We benchmarked of-the-shelf methods that are designed to solve the speciic skills
discussed in this study. We evaluated a total of eight methods spanning the four skill categories.
For each skill category, we focused only on algorithms that are related to the skill. The methods
are described below.
For object recognition, we evaluated three methods:

• Objects: objects recognized by the YOLO object detector (version 3) [46].
• Descriptions: a one sentence long description of an image generated by the Microsoft Azure
Vision API.

• Tags: a list of objects, living things, scenery, and actions found in the image by the Microsoft
Azure Vision API.

For color recognition, we evaluated Microsoft Azure’s łDescriptionsž and łTagsž as well as the
following two methods:

• Dominant Colors: the dominant colors extracted using the Microsoft Azure API.
• Dominant Colors (Seg): the dominant colors recognized by identifying the most common
color (using the xkcd palette [58]) for each segmented region detected by the YOLO object
detector (version 3) [46].

For text recognition, we evaluated Microsoft Azure’s łDescriptionsž and łTagsž as well as the
following two methods:

• OCR Text: text recognized with Microsoft Azure OCR API.
• Handwritten Text: text recognized with Microsoft Azure Recognize Text API.

Likewise for counting, we evaluated Microsoft Azure’s łDescriptionsž and łTagsž as well as the
following method:

• Num: count of objects detected by YOLO (version 3) [46].

We ofer this list as an initial set of baselines to begin to understand the diiculty of each skill
for widely-available, of-the-shelf methods that pertain to each skill.

Evaluation Metric. To measure the diiculty for computers to answer visual questions, we
employed the standard VQA evaluation metric used by the AI community [4]. It uses human
answers as the ground truth while acknowledging that diferent humans may ofer multiple valid
answers. It gives partial credit if the computer comes up with an answer that matches at least one of
the 10 human-generated answers, and full credit to any computer-generated answer that at least 3 of
10 people have ofered. To avoid penalizing algorithms for minor, non-semantic diferences between
the predicted answer and human-benchmarked answers, we deem an answer as a match if the
algorithm’s prediction contains the answer (rather than employing exact string match). Formally,
this metric is deined as:

Acc(ans) = min{
# humans′ answers contained in ans

3
, 1}

Baseline - Upper Bound. We also report what is the best human performance possible. To do so, for
each visual question, we identiied the most popular answer from the 10 available answers. We call
this the łHuman Majority Answer.ž Measuring the performance of the łHuman Majority Answerž
for all visual questions with the evaluation metric above yields the upper bound of performance
that is possible for a dataset.

Results. Results are shown in Figure 7.
We observe that algorithms perform closest to human performance for two skills: color recogni-

tion and text recognition. For color recognition, the top-performing method (i.e., łTagsž) resulted
in an accuracy that is approximately 56% and 44% of human performance for VizWiz and VQA2.0
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Fig. 7. Relative (let) and absolute (right) accuracy scores of computer-generated answers to visual questions

compared to the best possible performance from humans (100% relative accuracy). Results are shown for two

datasets. Algorithms recognizing text and color achieved relatively high accuracy scores for questions that

require such skills. In contrast, algorithms performed poorly for questions involving object recognition.

respectively. For text recognition, the top-performing method (i.e., łHandwritten Textž) achieved
an accuracy that is approximately 42% and 34% of human performance for VizWiz and VQA2.0
respectively. This inding is especially exciting since so many of real users’ visual questions require
these two skills of text recognition and color recognition.
A surprising aspect of the results is that the algorithms perform better for the visual questions

from real users (i.e., VizWiz) than for those in the fabricated VQA dataset (i.e., VQA2.0), with 12 and
8 percentage point diferences for color recognition and text recognition, respectively. We found
this surprising since algorithms are (arguably) rarely trained on data originating from people who
are blind, given the scarcity of such data. One possible reason for this is that real users tended to
submit images where they zoomed into the content that was the focus of the question they asked
about, thereby making it easier for algorithms to recognize the text and color. Additionally, we
found that a higher proportion of visual questions in VQA2.0 dataset have images that either do
not contain an answer to the question (IVE, INV) or are subjective (SBJ), thereby also making them
harder to answer.
In contrast, we found that methods that directly recognize objects in an image often fail to

provide accurate answers to the visual questions. The top-performing method (i.e., Tags) achieves
approximately 23% and 30% of human performance in VizWiz and VQA2.0 respectively. We hy-
pothesize this poor performance is largely because many questions require more skills than simply
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recognizing the object, as discussed in the previous section. We suspect the better performance on
VQA2.0 is in part because many more of those visual questions require only object recognition.

Visual questions that need the counting skill also often fail to correctly answer visual questions.
Performance is better for VQA2.0, for which we observe an accuracy of approximately 27% of human
performance for the top-performing method. We again attribute the overall poor performance to
the need to perform multiple skills in order to count, as discussed in the previous section.

We conclude that the skill diiculty levels for computers, from easy to hard, are color recognition,
text recognition, object recognition, and counting. This is true when observing the performance
of the top-performing methods both relative to human performance as well as in absolute terms
(Figure 7). This inding is consistent across both datasets, and so generalizes across a large diversity
of data. These indings underscore the limits of automated visual assistance services today, which
is important for setting users’ expectations from such technologies.

4.3 Discussion

Our indings reinforce the importance of improving the clarity of the VQA task for humans.
With it being well-known that diferent people can produce a heterogeneity of answers for the
same visual question [6, 28, 59], we ofer our indings as a valuable step in guiding what skills
training could be most impactful to achieve crowd consensus when collecting answers from
remote, crowdsourced humans. In particular, at present, humans’ answer variance is greatest for
text recognition, followed by object recognition, color recognition, and counting. This ordering
highlights the overall prioritization of training across the skills. We believe our indings could also
be of broader beneit to any service provider that train humans to answer visual questions from
people who are blind, such as Aira [2], BeMyEyes [21], and BeSpecular [1].
Our indings also ofers insights into what are łeasyž versus łhardž skills for widely-available

automated methods. Our indings reveal that computers perform considerably better for some skills
than others. Still, we observe that there is considerable room for improvement in computers to
mimic human performance, with none of the skills manifestly trivial.

5 PREDICTING WHAT SKILLS ARE NEEDED

We next examined a novel problem of predicting directly from a visual question which skills are
needed to provide an answer. We posed the task as a multi-label classiication problem where, given
an image-question pair, a predictor decides which of the skills are needed to answer that question.
We excluded object recognition from our prediction task since it is nearly always needed and so is
a trivial prediction task.

A skill predictor could be beneicial in practice for several scenarios. For example, it can be used
in a łswiss-army-knifež VQA framework, in which identiied relevant skills will help in dynamically
determining how to route visual questions to the appropriate agent, human or computer, based on
contingencies such as cost or diiculty.

5.1 Method

We use the top-down model [5] for skill prediction, given its strong performance in solving VQA
tasks. It takes as input image features encoded by ResNet-152 [34] and a paired question encoded
by a GRU cell. A top-down attention module computes a weighted image feature from the encoded
question representation and the input image features. The weighted image feature is coupled with
the question representation by element-wise multiplication. Eventually, this coupled feature is
processed by two fully connected layers to predict the skill. The inal layer is a sigmoid function
that predicts the probability for each skill. Consequently, this architecture behaves as a łbinary
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classiierž because a sigmoid function solves the binary classiication task for each skill within a
single algorithm (i.e., performs multi-label rather than multi-class classiication).
We trained the model with the Adam optimizer, using a batch size of 256 image-question pairs

for 20 epochs for each dataset. We evaluated the model from each epoch on the validation set and
selected the one with highest F1 score for use on the test set.

5.2 Evaluation

Dataset. We divided both skills datasets into approximately 65%/10%/25% training, validation,
and test splits. All results below are reported for the test dataset.

Evaluation Metrics. Since the text, color, and counting skills to be predicted have signiicantly
imbalanced distributions in both datasets (Figure 4), we use F1 score, which is the harmonic average
of precision and recall scores, as the main metric to evaluate model performance. We also visualize
the precision-recall curve for each trained model to demonstrate the trade-of between precision and
recall scores. Finally, we report the average precision, which is the area under the precision-recall
curve, and recall scores.

Baselines. We employ a set of naive classiiers that randomly guess which skills are needed. This
baseline represents the best performance that can be achieved with a trivial prediction scheme.

Results. Quantitative results indicating the performance of trained models are reported in Table 2
and visualized in Figure 8. As observed, our models trained on both images and questions perform
much better than what is possible today (i.e., random guessing) for all categories, with respect to
all metrics (Table 2). For instance, there is a boost in the F1 score for the color recognition skill of
over 77% for VizWiz (i.e., 21.8% versus 79.3%) and 46% for VQA2.0 (i.e., 16.6% versus 63%). For text
recognition, we also observe a boost in the F1 score; speciically, 31.2% for VizWiz (i.e., 45.2% versus
76.4%) and 48.7% for VQA2.0 (i.e., 16.6% versus 63%). The same trend is observed for counting, with
a boost in the F1 score of 37% for VizWiz (i.e., 1.6% versus 38.6%) and 71.2% for VQA2.0 (i.e., 16.5%
versus 87.7%). Our results reveal it is possible to predict what vision skills are needed for a given
image and associated question. This is exciting to observe given that there is such a large diversity
of questions and images in both datasets.
To gain greater insight into what makes the model predictive, we also report results from an

ablation study where we trained the models on only the questions and only the images respectively.
Results are reported in Table 2 and visualized in Figure 8.

Dataset Skill
Random guessing Top-down model

Precision Recall F1 Avg. Precision Recall F1

VizWiz
Text 45.1 45.3 45.2 75.7/73.9/66.6 86.8/72.4/83.2 76.4/72.8/67.5
Color 21.5 22.1 21.8 85.0/84.8/56.8 67.6/69.3/40.1 79.3/79.8/49.0

Counting 1.6 1.5 1.6 26.2/33.9/5.1 35.5/28.0/8.6 38.6/36.6/8.7

VQA2.0
Text 6.0 5.7 5.8 54.6/42.6/36.2 50.6/57.1/28.6 54.5/46.3/36.0
Color 16.4 16.8 16.6 67.4/66.1/19.1 51.4/58.6/0.0 63.0/58.7/0.0

Counting 16.5 16.6 16.5 89.0/87.3/22.3 90.1/87.8/0.0 87.7/86.8/0.0

Table 2. Performance of skill prediction using random guessing and top-down model evaluated on VizWiz

and VQA2.0 test datasets. For the top-down model, three values from training on both images and questions,

only questions, and only images

are reported for each metric, and the values of metrics are computed with the threshold 0.5.
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Fig. 8. Precision-recall curves for skill prediction using the top-down model.

For the color recognition and counting skills, we observe that questions ofer the greatest
predictive power with question-only models, performing as well as those trained on both questions
and images. In contrast, image-based models perform quite poorly, as demonstrated by low values.
This is explainable in that models can learn to detect keywords, such as łwhat colorž or łis this redž
for the color skill and "how many" for the counting skill. However, models may not be able to learn
much when only images are provided, since there may not be considerable diference in images’
patterns when people aim to learn about an object’s color or counts.
For text recognition, we observe that both the image and the question are independently pre-

dictive. We suspect the image-only model can learn to detect if text is present in images; i.e., it
achieves 67.5% in the F1 score for the text recognition skill in the VizWiz dataset, which is slightly
lower than 76.4% when trained on both images and questions. For the text skill in the VQA dataset,
we attribute the bad performance from training on images to the low percentage 5.72% of that
skill present in the dataset. We suspect the question-only model can learn the common question
structure when people seek assistance with reading text; i.e., it achieves 72.8% in F1 score. We
observe that the models achieve the highest F1 scores for both datasets when trained on both
images and questions, and so both inputs provide complementary meaningful information.

For each skill and each dataset, we show the top two most conident examples predicted by the
top-down models in Figure 9. We observe consistencies across both datasets with respect to the
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Fig. 9. Top two most confident examples predicted by the top-down model for each skill and each dataset.

questions. For instance, all four color recognition examples begin with the phrase łwhat color.ž All
four counting examples include the phrase łhow many.ž We conjecture that the prediction models
rely on such key words/phrases in the questions to make predictions. It’s less evident to what
extent the image content is relevant for making predictions, observing the considerable diversity
of visual characteristics of the examples. Speciically, the images range from showing complex
scenes to a single object while also spanning indoor and outdoor settings. We suspect these models
behave like those reported by other researchers in the related VQA domain [6, 7, 35, 39] in that the
questions are so important that often the relevant information can be predicted by looking at the
question alone.

5.3 Discussion

We demonstrate that an algorithm can achieve promising results in anticipating which skills are
needed to answer visual questions. By automatically decomposing a complex task, the VQA task
may join the ranks of other problems that are currently solved by divide-and-conquer eforts to
ofer a more eicient and accurate solution. For example, content moderators on social media
websites already employ automated methods to divide labor when deciding which content issues
to address [37].

Accordingly, we believe our indings argue for the promise of numerous new research directions.
One possibility is a VQA service that dynamically routes each visual question to the best-suited
agent, whether an algorithm, human, or combination of their eforts, based on the level of diiculty
for each respective party. This design could integrate with existing applications such as Seeing
AI [44] and EnvisionAI [15], which currently enable users to choose visual assistance tools based
on the skills they are seeking. Future work will need to set the foundation to understand how
the overhead of a manual solution (e.g., Be My Eyes [21], VizWiz [11]) compares to that of a
fully autonomous visual question answering system when designing such systems. Cost-accuracy
trade-ofs would be useful in making such an assessment.
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6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Below we discuss several limitations of our work. These have implications for potential fruitful
areas for future work.

First, while the skill categories proposed in this paper were built of of the known skills discussed
in existing literature and pilot studies, valuable future work is to reine and extend these skill
categories into a collectively exhaustive and mutually exclusive taxonomy. For example, text recog-
nition could be further divided to sub-skills such as OCR (łWhat does this read?ž), understanding
(łFor how long do I cook this in the microwave?ž) and inference (łWhat does this box contain?
Can you guess it by looking at it?ž). Another consideration will be to go beyond vision-based skills
and consider the human-based reasoning skills that may also be required in order to answer visual
questions (e.g., answering medical questions such as łIs this infected?ž). Like prior work in another
domain [17], future work could look to the crowd to help in identifying the taxonomy of skills.

Updates to the skill taxonomy could lead to numerous downstream beneits. It could enable the
design of more detailed guidelines for crowd workers to identify the most suitable skills, thereby
improving the data quality. It also could simplify the problem(s) that need to be solved by each
algorithm if employing a swiss-army-knife VQA approach.
Another challenge remains of how to identify the most suitable metrics for assessing diiculty

of visual questions for humans and computers. While we pose metrics, we ofer our work as a
valuable starting point in starting to think about how to best achieve this.

Finally, the skills prediction framework could be improved. As is, our work poses this novel
problem and ofers a method that demonstrates the feasibility of automating this task. We will
publicly-share our new labelled dataset to stimulate future research. A valuable area for extending
this dataset will be in creating a more balanced dataset to represent all skills (e.g., the counting skill
occupies only 1.49% of the VizWiz dataset). This could be help in supporting improved algorithm
performance.

7 CONCLUSION

Our analysis reveals the unique information needs and challenges faced by real blind users of
VQA services as well as the AI community in developing VQA algorithms, while also revealing
the (mis)matches of the interests for these two use cases. Our indings highlight the diiculty of
generating answers for visual questions that belong to the diferent skills. Finally, our indings
demonstrate the potential of designing algorithms to automatically identify directly from a given
visual question which vision skills are needed to return an answer. The datasets and code are
publicly shared at https://vizwiz.org to facilitate extensions of this work.
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APPENDIX

This document augments the content in Sections 3 and 4 of the main paper with the following:

• Dataset sampling approaches (supplements Section 3.1)
• Analysis of the consistency of skill labels collected from diferent crowd workers for each
visual question (supplements Section 3.1)

• List of additional relevant skills that were suggested by crowd workers (supplements Section
3.2)

• Fine-grained analysis of the most common questions asked for each skill (supplements
Section 3.4)

• Statistical testing for the comparisons of diiculty skill for humans (supplements Section
4.1)

Dataset Sampling

Expanding upon our discussion in Section 3.1, we elaborate on how we sampled the data from the
VizWiz and VQA2.0 datasets. We include all relevant VizWiz visual questions since our ultimate aim
is to understand real users’ needs and provide guidance to AI developers to align their eforts with
real users’ needs. We chose a sample from the VQA2.0 dataset to support this analysis. To do so, we
randomly sampled approximately 5000 of the visual questions asked about 82,783 images, with 50%
stratiied by question-type, and 50% by answer-type. These łquestions-typesž and łanswer-typesž
were provided with the VQA2.0 dataset. łQuestion-type" refers to the kind of question that is asked
based on up to the irst 6 words of the question (e.g., łhow many..ž, łwhat is..ž etc.). łAnswer-typež
refers to the kind of answers the questions are looking for: łyes/nož, łnumberž, or łotherž. A
question’s type is deined to be the most popular option from the 10 labels assigned to the 10
answers per visual question.

Consistency of Skill Labels Collected from CrowdWorkers

We tally how often 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, or all 5 crowd workers agree that each skill is needed for all images
in both VizWiz and VQA2.0. Results are shown in Figure 10. Across both datasets for three of
the four skills, most commonly there is unanimous agreement (i.e., count is 0 or 5) about the
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presence/absence of each skill. We conduct complementary analysis to reveal what percentage of
the labels arose from diferent voting distributions for both datasets and overall: 3-2, 4-1, versus
5-0. Results are shown in Figure 11.

Fig. 10. Shown is the count of the number of votes from five crowd workers indicating the presence/absence

of each skill for all images in both datasets. For three of the four skills, there is most commonly unanimous

agreement (i.e., count is 0 or 5) about the presence/absence of the skills.

Other Relevant Skills

We list here most of the top suggested skills submitted by crowd workers who chose the łOtherž
category, with the number of times they were suggested in parentheses: yes/no (86), reasoning and
problem solving (67), situational awareness (53), unanswerable (38), spatial awareness/recognition
(31), physical content recognition (25), food recognition (20), directional recognition (15), ac-
tion/activity recognition (15), weather recognition (15), pattern recognition (14), opinion (13),
judgement (12), location recognition (12), logo recognition (12), position recognition (11), direction
(9), shape recognition (8), emotion recognition (7), facial recognition (7), inference (6), object ori-
entation (6), brand recognition (5), place recognition (5), cooking skills (4), sports knowledge (4),
symbol recognition (4), animal recognition (3), math skills (3), style recognition (3), time of day
recognition (3), clean recognition (2).

Fine-grained Analysis of Most Commonuestions for Each Skill

To expand upon our analysis about the questions that are asked for each skill (in Figure 4 of the
main paper), we provide word trees [56] that show the most common questions derived from the
irst words for each skill. The font size of each word represents the number of times the word
appears, with the size łproportional to the square root of the frequency of the wordž [56]. Results
for all skills are shown in Figures 12, 13, 14, and 15.
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Fig. 11. Shown is the count of the number of votes from five crowd workers indicating the presence/absence

of each skill for all images in both datasets. For three of the four skills, there is most commonly unanimous

agreement (i.e., count is 0 or 5) about the presence/absence of the skills.

Comparisons of the Dificulty of Diferent Skills for Humans

We conducted statistical testing to expand upon our comparisons of the diiculty of the diferent
skills for humans. Results and corresponding p-values are shown in Tables 3 and 4. We conducted
Levene’s test to evaluate the equality of variances irst. Then based on diferent situations of equality
of variances, we conducted diferent t-tests to verify the statistical signiicance of the diference
between the mean values of diference groups. For groups that have statistically unequal variances,
we conducted Welch’s t-test between the groups; and for groups whose variances are statistically
equal, we conducted Student’s t-test.
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this

for this equation

79.54 minus 43.16

expiration date of this bus pass

bill

coin

money

on the top right corner thanks

of the top left corner

this banquette ticket

the banquet ticket

date on this milk

time of the clock

writing on the two buttons and which one is which

to

at

on this oven which is a number like in orange next to the clock

displayed on the thermostat

setting

thermostat set to and what is the current temperature

5 digit number on the top left corner thanks

ticket

barcode

countdown time on this timer

fat content of this can

voltage of this adapter

isbn number for this book

third number

lowest number

cost on the tag

fourth number

text on this item

second number

highest number

fifth number

written on this sign

number on top left five digit

rate

blood pressure

it

this captcha

these cells and how many things are there on these cells

465 minus 55

scale say

say

read

temperature say thank you so much i really appreciate this

number next to offset say

thermostat say

dial indicate as the top facing number

it say on the screen

say

pregnancy test show

cup say

microwave say

read

i need to know now what time is it can you please tell me

and what is the temperature at it is annal

on my phone

this play

the clock say

it say on my set top box thank you

this say

temperature

bill

on the cd

in on this cd

or letter in the picture

selected

thermostat set to

oven set at

for

on

displayed on this thermostat

thank you

on this page thank you

's visible thank you

my calories

the numbers in this image

what are the numbers on this card

is this

note is this

the microwave

this timer

remaining

on the display

this worth

that money how much

on the lid

this how much money is this

on the table

it

i have in my hand

you see in this picture

thank you

i appreciate your help thank you

do you think it is

containers are over here

show

three shelves

these shelves

switched on possibly

visible on the battery charger

on

miles does this car have

colored connectors are on the back of that device

gingerbread are on the shirt

am i holding up

do i have

in this image

are on a hand

games are in the shelf

hats

pieces left

keyring

key ring

in from the left is the number one key on the top row of keys

on this picture item

there

gigabytes

cars are on each shelf thank you for what you did

carbohydrates are in one serving size

more stamps do i need before i get a free coffee

toes does this person have

purple ish colored lines do you see

boxes and cars are there on my shelf

clips are on the cardboard

blades does my ceiling fan have

rows of apps are there

pair of shoes on the floor

calories are in
ensure

one serving

people are on this poster

candles are in the picture

do you see

are on this test strip even if one line is much lighter than the other as long as it is pink it counts

cups are there

lines does this pregnancy test show

chargers are plugged into this outlet

eggs are there i don't know how to

alarms does this have on it

towels are on the shelf and what color are they

steps are there

countries are in the world

pencils are in this jar

inches is that thank you

coins are on the panel

ounces are in this bag

degree of temperature on this remote control

servings are in this candy bar

which
number do i need to dial for emergencies

country is this and how much is it

one of these two ties which one of these two ties is black completely black thank you

show one or two lines in the result window

have one or two pink lines

microwave say now

test show one or two pink lines

display say

part of the test show one or two lines

strip have one or two pink lines one can be lighter than the other one

page number this is

the oven temperature is set to

these numbers say thank you

in which the thermostat is set to go off thank you very much

this oven is set too

describe to me the layout of this keypad

set at please

on this air condition

read out on the scale is

scale says please

time is on the screen and also if you can see any arrows that point to the type of baking instruction like basic or wheat or any information that

maybe it is please thank you

cd number this is there is fifteen cd's i think this is the second of 15 thank you very much

my weight is please thank you

how much money this is

what the temperature is

if this has one line or two lines or a plus sign or a minus

how many pounds this meat is

see the two of them this is my third try

can you tell me the distance in miles please

could you tell me the distance in miles please

the treadmill can you tell me the distance in miles please

not a remote this a thermostat from an air conditioner could you please tell me what is it set on like what temperature does it say

5$ bill

display of a treadmill can you tell me the distance in miles please

display of a treadmill can you tell me the distance in miles please

are all three of these onesone dollar bills thank you

can you tell me the reading on this thermometer or how to adjust the picture so you can let me know what it is thanks

is this oven set to 375 degrees thank you

i am trying again can you tell me what how many numbers of degrees is on this gauge

temperature dial set to 325 which way do i have to turn it to make it 325 if it is not set to that already

a 5 or a 10 canadian dollar bill

it am or pm am or pm and what time

there an expiration date on this and if so when thank you

me the model number and make of this oven from this label

if there's one line two lines a plus or a minus inside the oval window

find the number of chairs in the hoarding cup

confirm the oven setting

and which one
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(b) VQA2.0

what

room

is

this
and how many things

the

answer to
the math problem

denomination of this
five digit number

table number on

temperature
set at

number on this

my
on

does
the scale say

display

this
say

read

time is it i need to know now

does

the
temperature is on this

oven temperature is

page number is displayed
thank you

color

number is this

temperature is
the

thermostat set to

this oven set

are the numbers

denomination
is this

is this

number is that

picture

bill worth

piece of paper what does it say

chair

on each shelf

are in each shelf

a photo of

remote and how many buttons does it have

money

thermostat set on

going on here but i am trying to find out what the conventional oven instructions are and what the temperature is and how many minutes i am not sure if my

first number

amount that goes into the nickle holder piece

price tag thank you

this

for this equation

79.54 minus 43.16

expiration date of this bus pass

bill

coin

money

on the top right corner thanks

of the top left corner

this banquette ticket

the banquet ticket

date on this milk

at it is annal

to

on this oven which is a number like in orange next to the clock

displayed on the thermostat

setting

time of the clock

writing on the two buttons and which one is which

thermostat set to and what is the current temperature

current temperature

5 digit number on the top left corner thanks

ticket

barcode

countdown time on this timer

fat content of this can

voltage of this adapter

isbn number for this book

third number

lowest number

cost on the tag

fourth number

text on this item

second number

highest number

fifth number

it set on like what temperature does it say

written on this sign

number on top left five digit

rate

temperature in celsius not in fahrenheit if it is too dark just let me know thanks

blood pressure

one eighths as a decimal

this captcha

these cells and how many things are there on these cells

465 minus 55

say

read

temperature say thank you so much i really appreciate this

number next to offset say

thermostat say

dial indicate as the top facing number

it say on the screen

pregnancy test show

cup say

microwave say

what time is it can you please tell me

i need to know now what time is it

can you please tell me

and what is the temperature at it is annal

on my phone

this play

the clock say

it say on my set top box thank you

this say

conventional oven instructions are and what the temperature is and how many minutes i am not sure if my

and how many minutes i am not sure if my

set at please

air condition

oven

measurement is on that is it an inch 7 8th's of an inch 15 16th's of an inch something like that

read out on the scale is

set to

now thanks

scale says please

time is on the screen and also if you can see any arrows that point to the type of baking instruction like basic or wheat or any information that

this is

on this page thank you

's visible thank you

is the ceiling and how many lights are up there

are they

temperature

bill

on the cd

in on this cd

or letter in the picture

selected

oven set at

for

on

does it say

displayed on this thermostat

my calories

in this image

on this card

what are the numbers on this card

note is this

one

(c) VizWiz
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(d) VQA2.0

Fig. 13. Word trees showing the most common questions requiring counting for both datasets (a, b) overall

and (c, d) with respect to the most common first word. The font size of the word represents the number of

times the word appears.
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(c) VizWiz

what
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color of the
dog

sky

man's
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name of the

woman
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person
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red
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this man

person doing
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she

color
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bowl

clock

fire hydrant

train

girl's hair

vase

bus

bottom

his

her

this
man's shirt

vehicle

bear

bus

are the

cat's eyes

buses

uniforms

seats

his
they
most of the

shirt is the

kind of

are the
colors

people

main colors in the picture

black

they
these

does the red sign say

white

type of
bird is

pattern is
the

on the

small green items

fridge

cloud

stoplight

second box car

led light on the object that the cat is looking at

giraffe

beard

suit

hat

women's hair

weeds and grass

zebra

wall

stool

boy's wetsuit

cat next to him

fence near the sidewalk

remote

clouds

building

buildings wall

water

player short pants

frisbee in the top middle

carpet

plate

tent on the right side of the picture

flower vase

shower curtain

train

umbrella

mouse

plane

sheep

clock face

flowers

ball

motorcycle

waiting for

doing

in yellow doing with his left hand

holding

weather like

boy wearing around his neck

red flower seen in the picture

wearing

carrying

doing

in blue doing

stuff on the plate

object to the left

wide mouth dish used for

food in the bowl in the back

doing in the blue stand

with the number 10 on his back doing

red and white shorts doing

baking

brand of the truck

item above the lady's waist

yellow object for

green vegetable on the sandwich

likely purpose of the pole

thing called

theme of the bedspread

shadow of on the building

kid wearing

sky

orange food called

duffle bag on top of

black statue in the background

purpose of the man's yellow shoes

screen

blue table

man's tie

floor tiles

seat of the motorcycle

doing

glass beside the computer

bowl

sky

white bowl

jar with the white lid

toilet bowl

case next to the water

background

frame

black and white

holding

leaning against

eating

light on

grass in this photo

monitor

bench bottom

largest kite

carpet

house in the background

water

dog in this picture

finish of the fridge

court

ball in mid air

truck

photo

sweater

bridge

animal

salad bowl

crossing the street

fence

snowboard

trash can liner

doorway with the bear painted

teddy bear's nose

giraffe's tongue

boys hat

tarp on the fence

object that the baby is holding

plane in the picture

countertop

street sign above the traffic light

laptop

writing on the ramp

bird's head

boat

plate

dead grass

cutting board

board

kite

child's eyes

ground

building

bunny

motorcycle

umbrella

rope on the spotted cow's head

bathtub

tablecloth

half of this train

foreground

tie clip

wall

shade in the background

paint on the wall

display on the clock

pan

boy's vest

toast

woman's shirt

stop light

blanket on the bed

umpire's shirt

airplane

catcher wearing

jacket

floor in this picture

rust on the wheels

liquid in the glasses

net

umpires chest shield

clothing in the picture

batters uniform

sky

cat

picture

man's shirt

equipment

cow

racket

coat

jacket

tie

racquet

hat

helmet

suit

necktie

hat

shirt

nail polish

tie

outfit

blouse

hair

plane

airplane

object

fire hydrant

unique vehicle

picture

women's top

toilet

train

these shoes

roses

rocks

planes

scissors

man's pants

propellers

tiles

handles

boy's shoes

pants

men's hats

shirts

walls in this room

bike rims

horses

spots on the giraffe

flowers in the background

grapes

cows

tags in the babies ears

person's pants

ladies shorts

letters on the bus

items on the wall

towels

skis

sheep

people in the background wearing

clocks

buttons on the girls shirt

babies eyes

trees

lamps

plates

roofs in back

columns on the building

stripes to the left of the door

girl's shoes

players helmets

birds

curtains

shoes

vegetables

wings of the kite

their hair

shoes

boots

swim trunks

wheels

both wearing

cats

her pants

bear on the left wearing

adult wearing

umpire wearing

guy to the left wearing

man wearing

tree is on the left

animal is the blue stuffed animal

flower is the red one

design is on the table cloth

floor is in the picture

food is this

equipment is the orange vehicle

ball is that

wine was the person drinking

cargo the trucks are carrying

toy is this

vehicles are shown

clouds are pictured

motorcycle is this

drink is in the glass

bear is this

cake is that

celebration is this

bird are these

drinks are on the table

pants is the person wearing

bananas are these

flowers are on the tree

flag is in the foreground

green on the pizza

white square things on the counter in the background

most prominently represented

looking at

seen on the right doing

carrying

horses wearing

event's theme colors

things

buildings made of

colorful objects on the cake

mother and child looking towards

looking at

waiting to do

making

food items

behind the boy

truck say

and black sign on the building say

flowers match

man in red have over his face

sky look like

this kite look like

x x x mean

body of water are the elephants getting out of

trick is the guy doing with the skateboard

wood is the furniture made of

flower is in the vases

this

dog is this

vehicle is this

symbols are those on the gold dial

design is printed on the white and pink skirt

filter is used in this picture

cake is this

columns are on the building

cups are on the table

flowers are these

cat is the one on the left

colors are
able to be seen

the
kite

plane

towel that's hanging

is this train

car on the right

girl's outfit who is on the bike

baby's diaper

blanket

does the 4 tie from the right have

(d) VQA2.0

Fig. 14. Word trees showing the most common questions requiring color recognition for both datasets (a,

b) overall and (c, d) with respect to the most common first word. The font size of the word represents the

number of times the word appears.
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(a) VizWiz
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was this

where is the
bus

what

number is
on the

this

the
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name of the

this
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number
on the

address

sign

written on the

time
is

it

the clock

does the clock
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it

does the
sign
white

brand
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the

of

are the

type of

kind of

can you
tell

see

is
the

that

this

how
much

does

many
can

which
airline

are there

these

does this
person play for the cincinnati reds

picture taken in texas

photo taken in the us

the picture taken this year

going

headed to

word entrance

nearest bathroom

will a person be by going to the right

are the people at

the stop sign is fitted

sign

bike

tail

street sign

front of this bike

platform on the left

train

bus

horse

jersey

catcher's shirt

top sign

airplane

cake

catcher wearing

ump

furthest right person wearing in this photo

horse wearing

cross street

long hand on

in the middle

above the license plate

here

shown on the tail and on the side

he

do you see on the boat

company being advertise on the truck

town on the bus marquee

motel that the bus is passing

street which intersects with rock st

team

building or lodge

airways

avenue

website on the suitcase

gas station

sponsor on the chair

company

jet

train

sign at the bottom left

score

last word on the note

of the yellow bus

under the button

truck

bus

of the building

show on the banner

nomenclature depicted on the wing

speed limit

motorcycle's number

there to prevent

showing

brand of the contraption on the left

phone# on the bus

date on the photo

second number is the sequence on the train car

word on the helmet

street address

painted on the sign

plate

young man's shirt

bench

in the frame

in the photo

on the clock shown in the picture

according to clock

on the clock tower

shown on the clock

displayed

saying

showing

registering

read

show

say

right say it is

tower read

have

report

in the background show

this clock have

show

say on the clock

of day is this

graffiti say

say

on the side of this building read

mean

clock say

board say

and black sign on the building say

sign say

side of the bus say

cup say

red sign say

sticker say

boy's shirt tell you to do

logo suggest this man is

text read

bottom sign say on the sign post

led on the top of the bus say

screen say

simulated sign say

third banner from the bottom say

truck

equipment

motorcycle

shoe

laptop

motorcycle

computer

baby highchair

blue bus

represented on the boy's clothing

phone is this

hand soap is on the sink

television is this

computer is the boy using

tennis shoes is he wearing

doughnut shop is this

bike do these men have

are their jackets

logos are visible in this image

does the logo on the girl's sleeve represent

made the black shorts the man is wearing

people looking at

last four numbers of the license plate number

initials on the blue and white plane

legal parking times

letters on the bus

numbers on the train

all the numbers in these picture starting left and going to the right

bakery is this from

signs are these

car is that

team is
this for

on the man's shirt

numbers
are lite up under the computer

can be seen on this clock

sign is that

remote is shown

service truck is this

numbers are on the clock

computers are advertised

country
is this

name and symbol is on the tablecloth

me what the truck sign says

from the license plate if the gathering is in the us

park

what does the street sign say

any writing on the airplane

order breakfast here

turn right or left at this intersection

cars drive in the right lane

this motorcycle be easily stolen

plant taller than the clock

time on the clock 3:46

person who modified this sign liberal or conservative

food pyramid properly represented here

team on the field the bears

gray truck a chevy or a dodge

a pepperoni pizza

man part of the st louis cardinals

an alcoholic beverage

sign high up in the air

a spanish bus

are banana's a pound

each bear cost

this meter cost per hour

the bananas cost

longer until it will be 4:20

do the teddy bears cost

old is that truck

bricks are there

ways can you go here

years has the pizzeria been in business

wheels do this picture have

hot dog buns are in the picture

we tell this is not in america

you know where you are using this phone

long can you park here

does one pay at this machine

late is the sandwich shop open

far must the driver go before being allowed to turn

does the plane belong to

is this

street is this

brand is the snowboard

bus it is

team is at bat

company made the computer

sign is on top

two types of business advertised here

numbers on the clock face

signs confusing

streets or :ave

the actual street signs for broadway and wall streets in new york

the buses made by the same company

all the items on the table beauty items

food truck sell hot dogs

plane have flights to los angeles

bus cater to handicapped people
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Shift-click to make that word the root.
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top sign

this airplane

cake

the
catcher wearing

ump

furthest right person wearing in this photo

horse wearing

cross street

long hand on

in the middle

above the license plate

here

shown on the tail and on the side

he

do you see on the boat

is
the

company being advertise on the truck

name of the

town on the bus marquee

motel that the bus is passing

street which intersects with rock st

team

building or lodge

airways

avenue

website on the suitcase

gas station

sponsor on the chair

this company

jet

on the train

sign at the bottom left

score

last word on the note

number of the yellow bus

under the button

on the truck

bus

address of the building

show on the banner

nomenclature depicted on the wing

speed limit

motorcycle's number

sign there to prevent

showing

brand of the contraption on the left

phone# on the bus

date on the photo

second number is the sequence on the train car

word on the helmet

street address

painted on the sign

written on the
plate

young man's shirt

bench

in the frame

time
is

it
in the photo

on the clock shown in the picture

according to clock

on the clock tower

shown on the clock

displayed

the clock
saying

showing

registering

does the clock
read

show

say

on the right say it is

tower read

have

report

in the background show

this clock have

it show

say on the clock

of day is this

does the
graffiti say

sign
say

on the side of this building read

mean

clock say

board say

white and black sign on the building say

sign say

side of the bus say

cup say

red sign say

sticker say

boy's shirt tell you to do

street sign say

logo suggest this man is

text read

bottom sign say on the sign post

led on the top of the bus say

screen say

simulated sign say

third banner from the bottom say

brand
is

this
truck

equipment

motorcycle

the
shoe

laptop

motorcycle

computer

baby highchair

blue bus

represented on the boy's clothing

of
phone is this

hand soap is on the sink

television is this

computer is the boy using

tennis shoes is he wearing

doughnut shop is this

bike do these men have

are their jackets

logos are visible in this image

does the logo on the girl's sleeve represent

made the black shorts the man is wearing

are the
people looking at

last four numbers of the license plate number

initials on the blue and white plane

legal parking times

letters on the bus

numbers on the train

all the numbers in these picture starting left and going to the right

type of
bakery is this from

signs are these

car is that

team is this for

on the man's shirt

numbers are lite up under the computer

can be seen on this clock

kind of
sign is that

remote is shown

service truck is this

numbers are on the clock

computers are advertised

country is this

name and symbol is on the tablecloth

(d) VQA2.0

Fig. 15. Word trees showing the most common questions requiring text recognition for both datasets (a, b)

overall and (c, d) with respect to the most common first word. The font size of the word is used to represent

the number of times the word appears.
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Object Recognition

v.s.

Text Recognition

Color Recognition

v.s.

Text Recognition

Counting

v.s.

Text Recognition

VizWiz
Levene’s test

22.58
(p < .001)

186.34
(p < .001)

9.21
(p = 0.00242)

t-Test
Welch’s t = 3.25
(p = 0.0118)

Welch’s t = -5.17
(p < .001)

Welch’s t = -5.41
(p < .001)

VQA2.0
Levene’s test

0.25
(p = 0.62)

0.32
(p = 0.57)

0.09
(p = 0.76)

t-Test
Student’s t = -7.87

(p < .001)
Student’s t = -5.91

(p < .001)
Student’s t = -3.60

(p < .001)

Table 3. Statistical testing results for comparisons of human dificulty between text recognition and other

skills in the same dataset. We used a significance level of 0.1%. The sample size is 22, 226 for VizWiz, and

5, 034 for VQA2.0.

VQA2.0 vs VizWiz

Object Recognition Color Recognition

Levene’s test
268.24

(p < .001)
135.28

(p < .001 )

t-Test
Welch’s t = -21.50

(p < .001)
Welch’s t = -3.30

(p < .001)

Table 4. Statistical testing results for comparisons of human dificulty of object recognition and color recog-

nition between the two datasets. We used a significance level of 0.1%. The sample size is 22, 226 for VizWiz,

and 5, 034 for VQA2.0.
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